In this paper we proved the existence of the common fixed point theorems in Non-Archimedean Menger PM-space by using the R-weakly commuting mappings, reciprocal continuity are established in this paper. The presented results extend some known existence results from the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1942, K. Menger introduced the probabilistic metric space in which the metric whose value is nonnegative real number is the probabilistic metric. The generalization of probabilistic metric spaces leads to the investigation of physical quantities and probabilistic functions. Istratescu and Crivat [7] had defined the nonArchimedean Probability metric space and explained basic topological fundamentals of non-Archimedean Probability metric space in [7] . Istratescu et al. showed the existence of fixed point of contractive maps in nonArchimedean PM-space in [7] , [8] which was the generalization of the existing. In this paper we find the common fixed point of R-weakly commuting mappings, in N. A. Menger PM-space.
II. PRELIMINARIES
First we need the following definitions and results that will be used subsequently. T(X) is complete and { is a Cauchy sequence in T(X) so { converges to some and hence the subsequence's must also converge to Since , there exists such that .
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Step I: By putting in (iv), we get Letting , we have which implies that z B u Tu   . As (B,T) is R-weakly commuting of type so , R > 0, which yields .
Step II: By putting in (iv), we have Taking.
Step III:
As there exists such that z B z Sv   . By putting in (iv) , we get Therefore, Since (A,S) is R-weakly commuting of type , so
, which implies that .
Step IV: By putting in (iv) and assuming Az Bz  , we get i.e., which is a contradiction and we get Az Bz  . Combining all the results we get . That is z is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T.
Case II: S(X) is complete so the sequence must converge to and hence the subsequence's must also converge to . As , there exists w such that .
Step I:
By putting in (iv), we get Letting , we get . Now, (A,S) are R-weakly commuting of type , so , R > 0 , which implies that .
Step II: Putting in (iv) , we get Letting , we get Az z Sz   .
Step III: As there exists such that . By putting in (iv), we obtain Letting , we get . Now (B,T) is R-weakly commuting of type so . This implies that .
Step IV: By putting in (iv), we get . Hence
. That is z is the common fixed point of A, B, S and T.
Case III:
If A(X) or B(X) is complete. As the result follows respectively from Case I and Case II. The uniqueness of the fixed point follows directly from (iv) and hence the theorem
